Legal information / Privacy policy

To comply with the provisions of current regulation, on information society services and electronic mail, the general information data on this website are indicated below:

Holder of the web: GECOL SERVICIOS, S.L.
Address: C/ Marineta, 14 y 16 -- Pol. Ind. Llevant
08150 Parets del Valles (Barcelona)
Contact: info@gecol.com
C.I.F.: B / 82962523

Registry data:
Registered in the Mercantile Register of Barcelona on 03/22/2007,
volume 39420, page 144, page B-346673
Legal warning

These conditions regulate the use of the Web www.gecol.com, which GECOL SERVICIOS, S.L. exposes all Internet users free of charge.

1. Purpose of the web

Through the web www.gecol.com, GECOL Servicios, S.L. facilitates all users access and use of services, information and content contained in it.

2. General conditions

2.1_ GECOL Servicios, S.L. reserves the right to modify unilaterally, at any time and without prior notice, in whole or in part, the information, services and configuration of this website.

2.2_ The access and provision of services is free, not requiring any type of subscription or registration. However, it may happen that the use of certain services is only carried out through a previous registration of the user.

2.3_ The data provided by users are voluntary and will be collected in an automated file owned and held GECOL Servicios, S.L.

2.4_ The user gives his full consent to the processing of data, as well as the sending of information and confidential documentation of products or services currently or in the future.

2.5_ According to the current regulation, the user may at any time exercise their right to change, expand, modify or cancel any of their data.

2.6_ The user agrees to use this website responsibly and in accordance with current legislation. Abstaining from using illicit means, contrary to what is established in the Law, as well as morality and good customs.
and that could damage, disable or deteriorate the portal in whole or in part, as well as prevent the normal enjoyment of other users.

2.7. **GECOL Servicios, S.L.** does not guarantee the updating of contents, excluding, therefore, any type of liability for damages that may arise from such circumstance. For this, we recommend the use of our Customer Service line +34 902 41 41 20 or by email to info@gecol.com

2.8. Information, texts, images, patents, trademarks, etc. they are the exclusive property of **GECOL Servicios, S.L.** The illicit or ill-intentioned use of any of them may give rise to the legitimate defense of rights contemplated in the Law.

2.9. **GECOL Servicios, S.L.** does not grant any type of authorization or license to use your intellectual or industrial property rights, as well as any other property related to this website.

2.10. The duration of services of this Web is in principle of indefinite nature. However, at any time, its contents or services may be suspended in whole or in part, if considered so by **GECOL Servicios, S.L.**, and whenever it is reasonably possible, it will be previously communicated.

2.11. These general conditions are governed by European laws.

3. **Hyperlinks**

The hyperlinks contained on the website of www.gecol.com can be directed to third party websites **GECOL Servicios, S.L.** does not assume any responsibility for the content, information or services that may appear on these sites, which will be exclusively informative and that in no case imply any relationship between **GECOL Servicios, S.L.** and to the persons or entities holding such content or owners of the sites where they are located.
4. Use of cookies

www.gecol.com may use cookies when a User navigates through the web pages of the portal. Cookies are only associated with the browser of a specific computer (an anonymous user), and do not provide by themselves the name and surname of the user. Thanks to the cookies, it is possible that www.gecol.com recognizes the preferences on the contents of the Portal selected in previous visits by the Users, to remember their preferences without having to select them again in subsequent visits.

The User has the possibility to configure his browser to be warned on the screen of the reception of cookies and to prevent the installation of cookies on his hard drive.

Please consult the instructions and manuals of your browser to expand this information. To use the website, it is not necessary for the User to allow the installation of cookies sent by www.gecol.com, without prejudice to the fact that, in such case, it is necessary for the User to make this selection each time he visits the website.

Help us improve.
Any suggestion or proposal will be welcomed.
We appreciate your cooperation.

GECOL® reserved all your rights.